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Object: Studio portrait of the Lovčević girls
Description: Full-length portrait of two little girls in
white tunics and dark boots. One of them
is sitting on a padded armchair, while
the other one is standing beside her,
embracing her.
Comment: The girls' last name is noted beneath the
photograph. It seems that their first names
were originally also noted, however, one
can only see the initials now.
Date: 1897.10.10
Location: Belgrade
Country: Serbia
Type: Photograph
Creator: Jovanović, Milan, (Photographer)
Dimensions: Artefact: 164mm x 107mm
Format: Cabinet
Technique: Not specified
Keywords: 290 Clothing
550 Individuation and Mobility > 551 Personal
Names
560 Social Stratification
590 Familiy
850 Infancy and Childhood
Copyright: Muzej Primenjene Umetnosti
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License: This picture is licensed under Creative
Commons [CC BY-NC-ND 3.0] (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-
nd/3.0/)
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